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Abstract
In this paper, the modiﬁed variational iteration method (MVIM) is reintroduced with the enhancement of Padé approximants to
lengthen the interval of convergence of VIM or MVIM when used alone in solving nonlinear problems. KdV, mKdV, Burger’s and
Lax’s equations are used as examples to illustrate the effectiveness and convenience of the proposed technique.
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1. Introduction
It is often useful for applied scientists to have closed approximate solutions to nonlinear problems.Various perturba-
tionmethods arewidely used for this purpose, but results often deteriorate quickly as the degree of nonlinearity increases
[17,16]. Consequently, the homotopy perturbationmethod [11–14], variational iterationmethod (VIM) [10,9,15], modi-
ﬁedVIM (MVIM) [3],Adomian decompositionsmethod [5,8,1,2] and others [4,6,18,7] are efﬁciently used. InAdomian
method, VIM and MVIM, the domain of convergence of the obtained truncated series solution is limited and these
methods are in great need of enhancements to increase the convergence domain region.
The Padé technique was successfully linked with theAdomian decomposition method to widen the region of interval
in [1]. In this paper, we link the MVIM with Padé technique for the same purpose.
2. The modiﬁed variational iteration method
In [3], we introduced the modiﬁed variational iteration method (MVIM), which approximately solves equations in
the form
Lu(x, t) + Ru(x, t) + Nu(x, t) = 0,
u(x, 0) = f (x), (1)
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where L = /t , R is a linear operator, which has partial derivatives with respect to x and Nu(x, t) is a nonlinear
term.
Partial differential equation (1) covers a large branch of applications, which are used in various ﬁelds of sciences.
For examples: soliton equations like Burgers’, coupled Burgers’, KdV, modiﬁed KdV and also compacton equations
and many others important equations.
Following the same procedure as done in VIM [10,9] and using the following iteration formula [3]:
Un+1 = Un −
∫ t
0
{R(Un − Un−1) + (Gn − Gn−1)} d, (2)
where U−1 = 0, U0 = f (x) and Gn(x, t) is calculated from the relation
NUn(x, t) = Gn(x, t) + O(tn+1), (3)
Eq. (2) can be solved iteratively to obtain an approximate solution that takes the form
u(x, t)Un(x, t), (4)
where n is the ﬁnal iteration step. The MVIM is proven to be much more effective than VIM for series solutions [3].
3. Applying Padé approximants on the truncated series solution
The series solutions obtained by MVIM have a limited region of convergence even if taking n to be as large as
possible. So, we apply the Padé technique on the series obtained to increase the convergence region. A truncated series
solution of order at least (L + M) in t will be used to obtain Padé [L/M](x, t) [6], which is an approximate solution
for u(x, t). We denote the L,M Padé approximants to A(x) by[
L
M
]
= PL(x)
QM(x)
, (5)
where PL(x) is a polynomial of degree at most L and QM(x) is a polynomial of degree at most M. The formal power
series
A(x) − PL(x)
QM(x)
= O(xL+M+1), (6)
A(x) =
∞∑
i=1
aix
i
, (7)
determine the coefﬁcients of PL(x) and QM(x).
Since we can obviously multiply the numerator and denominator by constant and leave [L/M](x, t) unchanged, we
impose the normalization condition
QM(0) = 1.0. (8)
Finally we require that PL(x) and QM(x) have no common factors.
If we write the coefﬁcients of PL(x) and QM(x) as
PL(x) = p0 + p1x + p2x2 + · · · + pLxL,
QM(x) = q0 + q1x + q2x2 + · · · + qMxM . (9)
Then by (8) and (9) we may multiply (6) by QM(x), which linearizes the coefﬁcient equations. We can write out (2)
in more detail as
aL+1 + aLq1 + · · · + aL−M+1qM = 0
aL+2 + aL+1q1 + · · · + aL−M+2qM = 0
...
aL+M + aL+m−1q1 + · · · + aLqM = 0
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎭
(10)
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a0 = p0
a1 + a0q1 = p1
a2 + a1q1 + a0q2 = p2
...
aL + aL−1q1 + · · · + a0qL = pL
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎭
(11)
Once, the q’s are known from Eqs. (10), (11) can be solved easily. If Eqs. (10) and (11) are nonsingular, then they can
be solved directly as follows:
[
L
M
]
=
det
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
aL−M+1 aL−M+2 · · · aL+1
...
...
. . .
...
aL aL+1 · · · aL+M
L∑
j=M
aj−Mxj
L∑
j=M−1
aj−M+1xj · · ·
L∑
j=0
ajx
j
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
det
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
aL−M+1 aL−M+2 · · · aL+1
...
...
. . .
...
aL aL+1 · · · aL+M
xM xM−1 · · · 1
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
. (12)
To obtain diagonal Padé approximants of different order like [2/2], [4/4] or [6/6] Mathematica can be efﬁciently used.
4. Illustrative case studies
Let us run the MVIM Padé routine on a spectrum of nonlinear partial differential equations.
4.1. Case-Study-1: Lax’s seventh order KdV
Consider the Lax’s seventh order KdV equation, which takes the form
ut + (35u4 + 70(u2uxx + uu2x) + 7(2uuxxxx + 3u2xx + 4uxuxxx) + uxxxxxx)x = 0,
u(x, 0) = 2k2 Sech2[kx]. (13)
Applying the MVIM using formula (2) with
U−1 = 0,
U0 = 2k2 Sech2[kx],
and Gn(x, t) is calculated from the relation
(35(Un(x, t))4 + 70((Un(x, t))2(Un(x, t))xx + (Un(x, t))(Un(x, t))2x)
+ 7(2(Un(x, t))(Un(x, t))xxxx + 3(Un(x, t))2xx + 4(Un(x, t))x(Un(x, t))xxx)
= Gn(x, t) + O(tn+1). (14)
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The following MVIM results are obtained
U0(x, t) = 2k2 Sech2[kx],
U1(x, t) = U0(x, t) + 256k9 Sech2[kx]Tanh[kx]t ,
U2(x, t) = U1(x, t) − 8192k16 Sech4[kx](2 − Cosh[2kx])t2,
U3(x, t) = U2(x, t) − 5242883 k
23 Sech5[kx](11 Sinh[kx] − Sinh[3kx])t3,
U4(x, t) = U3(x, t) + 83886083 k
30 Sech6[kx](33 − 26Cosh[2kx] + Cosh[4kx])t4,
... (15)
Continuing in the iteration, U8 is obtained as
U8(x, t) = 2k2 Sech2[kx] + 256k9 Sech2[kx]Tanh[kx]t − 8192k16
× (2 − Cosh[2kx])Sech4[kx]t2 − 524288
3
k23(11 Sinh[kx]
− Sinh[3kx])Sech5[kx]t3 + 8388608
3
k30(33 − 26Cosh[2kx]
+ Cosh[4kx])Sech6[kx]t4 + 536870912
15
k37(302 Sinh[kx]
− 57 Sinh[3kx] + Sinh[5kx])Sech7[kx]t5 + 17179869184
45
k44(1208
− 1191Cosh[2kx] + 120Cosh[4kx] − Cosh[6kx])Sech8[kx]t6
− 1099511627776
315
k51(15619 Sinh[kx] − 4293 Sinh[3kx]
+ 247 Sinh[5kx] − Sinh[7kx])Sech9[kx]t7
+ 8796093022208
315
k58(78095 − 88234Cosh[2kx] + 14608Cosh[4kx]
− 502Cosh[6kx] + Cosh[8kx])Sech10[kx]t8. (16)
It is known that the exact solution of this problem is [17]
u(x, t) = 2k2 Sech2[k(x − 64k6t)]. (17)
For k = 0.5, it is seen in Fig. 1 that U8 gives a good approximation in the interval t ∈ [−2, 2] at x = 0. Also, it is clear
from Fig. 2 that the error between the exact solution and U8 at x = 0 increases rapidly beyond the interval [−2, 2].
Increasing the MVIM iteration steps improves the results in the region of convergence but the error outside the region is
still very high. Applying Padé technique on the obtained results, the rational approximation [2/2] and [4/4] at k = 0.5
and x = 0 take the following forms, respectively:[
2
2
]
(0, t) = 0.5 − 0.0416667t
2
1 + 0.166667t2 , (18)[
4
4
]
(0, t) = 0.5 − 0.0218254t
2 + 0.000429894t4
1 + 0.206349t2 + 0.0107804t4 . (19)
Figs. 3 and 4 show how much the results are improved at k = 0.5 and x = 0 after using Padé.
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Fig. 1. Plot of U8(x, t) and the exact solution u(x, t) for Lax’s seventh order KdV equation at k = 0.5 and x = 0.
Fig. 2. The absolute error between the exact solution u(x, t) and U8(x, t) for Lax’s seventh order KdV equation at k = 0.5 and x = 0.
Repeating the previous calculations at k = 0.5 and x = 1, we obtain the following rational approximation [2/2] and
[4/4].
[
2
2
]
(1, t) = 0.393224 − 0.0813819t + 0.0121087t
2
1 − 0.255156t + 0.176955t2 , (20)
[
4
4
]
(1, t) = 0.393224 + 0.042292t − 0.0128342t
2 − 0.001644t3 + 0.000096731t4
1 − 0.354565t + 0.221048t2 − 0.0334872t3 + 0.0092745t4 . (21)
Figs. 5 and 6 show the improved results at k = 0.5 and x = 1 after using Padé.
Also Figs. 7 and 8 show the three-dimensional plot of U8(x, t) and the Padé [4/4](x, t), respectively in the in-
terval indicated in ﬁgures. Fig. 7 shows the deterioration in the MVIM solution beyond the interval of convergence.
Fig. 8 shows the improvement in results after using Padé approximation. It is clear that the interval of convergence is
increased.
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Fig. 3. The MVIM-Padé rational approximations [2/2] and [4/4] for Lax’s seventh order KdV equation at k = 0.5 and x = 0.
Fig. 4. The absolute error between the exact solution u(x, t) and the rational approximations [2/2] and [4/4] for Lax’s seventh order KdV equation
at k = 0.5 and x = 0.
4.2. Case-study-2: KdV
Consider the KdV equation, which takes the form [18]
ut − 6uux + uxxx = 0, x ∈ R,
u(x, 0) = −k
2
2
Sech2
[
k
2
x
]
. (22)
Applying the MVIM using formula (2) with
U−1 = 0,
U0 = −k
2
2
Sech2
[
k
2
x
]
,
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Fig. 5. The MVIM-Padé rational approximations [2/2] and [4/4] for Lax’s seventh order KdV equation at k = 0.5 and x = 1.
Fig. 6. The absolute error between the exact solution u(x, t) and the rational approximations [2/2] and [4/4] for Lax’s seventh order KdV equation
at k = 0.5 and x = 1.
and Gn(x, t) is calculated from the relation
−6Un(x, t)(Un(x, t))x = Gn(x, t) + O(tn+1) (23)
The following MVIM results are obtained:
U0(x, t) = −k
2
2
Sech2
[
k
2
x
]
,
U1(x, t) = U0(x, t) − k
5
2
Sech2
[
k
2
x
]
Tanh
[
k
2
x
]
t ,
U2(x, t) = U1(x, t) + k
8
8
Sech4
[
k
2
x
]
(2 − Cosh[kx])t2,
U3(x, t) = U2(x, t) + k
11
48
Sech5
[
k
2
x
](
11 Sinh
[
k
2
x
]
− Sinh
[
3k
2
x
])
t3,
... (24)
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Fig. 7. The surface generated from U8(x, t) for Lax’s seventh order KdV equation in the interval −3< t < 3 and −3<x < 3 at k = 0.5.
Continuing using mathematica, we obtain U8 as
U8(x, t) = −k
2
2
Sech2
[
k
2
x
]
− k
5
2
Sech2
[
k
2
x
]
Tanh
[
k
2
x
]
t
+ k
8
8
Sech4
[
k
2
x
]
(2 − Cosh [kx]) t2
+ k
11
48
Sech5
[
k
2
x
](
11 Sinh
[
k
2
x
]
− Sinh
[
3k
2
x
])
t3
+ −k
14
384
Sech6
[
k
2
x
]
(33 − 26Cosh[kx] + Cosh[2kx])t4
+ −k
17
3840
Sech7
[
k
2
x
](
302 Sinh
[
k
2
x
]
− 57 Sinh
[
3k
2
x
]
+Sinh
[
5k
2
x
])
t5 + −k
20
46080
Sech8
[
k
2
x
]
(−1208 + 1191Cosh[kx] − 120Cosh[2kx]
+ Cosh[3kx])t6 + −k
23
645120
Sech9
[
k
2
x
](
−15619 Sinh
[
k
2
x
]
+ 4293 Sinh
[
3k
2
x
]
− 247 Sinh
[
5k
2
x
]
+ Sinh
[
7k
2
x
])
t7 + −k
26
10321920
Sech10
[
k
2
x
]
(78095
− 8823Cosh[kx] + 14608Cosh[2kx] − 502Cosh[3kx] + Cosh[4kx])t8. (25)
It is known that the exact solution of this problem is [7]
u(x, t) = −k
2
2
Sech2
[
k
2
(x − k2t)
]
. (26)
The same remarks in the previous case are observed in this case.
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Fig. 8. The surface generated from [4/4](x, t) for Lax’s seventh order KdV equation in the interval −6< t < 6 and −6<x < 6 at k = 0.5.
Applying the Padé approximation on U8 obtained in (25) at k = 1 and x = 1, the rational approximations [2/2] and
[4/4] take the following form, respectively,
[
2
2
]
(1, t) = 0.393224 − 0.0813819t + 0.0121087t
2
1 − 0.255156t + 0.176955t2 , (27)
[
4
4
]
(1, t) = 0.393224 + 0.042292t − 0.0128342t
2 − 0.001644t3 + 0.000096731t4
1 − 0.354565t + 0.221048t2 − 0.0334872t3 + 0.0092745t4 . (28)
Figs. 9 and 10 show the improved results at k = 1 and x = 1 after using Padé.
Fig. 11 shows the deterioration in the MVIM solution beyond the interval of convergence. Fig. 12 shows the
improvement in results after using Padé approximation. It is clear that the interval of convergence has increased.
4.3. Case-study-3: mKdV
Consider the mKdV equation, which takes the form
ut + 6u2ux + uxxx = 0, x ∈ R,
u(x, 0) = k Sech[kx]. (29)
Applying the MVIM using formula (2) with
U−1 = 0,
U0 = k Sech[kx],
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Fig. 9. The MVIM-Padé rational approximations [2/2] and [4/4] for KdV equation at k = 1 and x = 1.
Fig. 10. The absolute error between the exact solution u(x, t) and the rational approximations [2/2] and [4/4] for KdV equation at k = 1 and x = 1.
and Gn(x, t) is calculated from the relation
6(Un(x, t))2(Un(x, t))x = Gn(x, t) + O(tn+1) (30)
The following MVIM results are obtained:
U0(x, t) = k Sech[kx],
U1(x, t) = U0(x, t) + k4 Sech[kx]Tanh[kx]t ,
U2(x, t) = U1(x, t) − k
7
4
Sech3[kx](3 − Cosh[2kx])t2,
U3(x, t) = U2(x, t) − k
10
24
Sech4[kx](32 Sinh[kx] − Sinh[3kx])t3,
... (31)
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Fig. 11. The surface generated from U8(x, t) for KdV equation in the interval −3< t < 3 and −3<x < 3 at k = 1.
Fig. 12. The surface generated from [4/4](x, t) for KdV equation in the interval −6< t < 6 and −6<x < 6 at k = 1.
Continuing, U8 is obtained as
U8(x, t) = k Sech[kx] + k4 Sech[kx]Tanh[kx]t − k
7
4
Sech3[kx]
× (3 − Cosh[2kx])t2 − k
10
24
Sech4[kx](32 Sinh[kx] − Sinh[3kx])t3
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Fig. 13. The surface generated from U8(x, t) for mKdV equation in the interval −3< t < 3 and −3<x < 3 at k = 1.
+ k
13
192
Sech5[kx](115 − 76Cosh[2kx] + Cosh[4kx])t4
+ k
16
1920
Sech6[kx](1682 Sinh[kx] − 237 Sinh[3kx]
+ Sinh[5kx])t5 + k
19
46080
Sech7[kx](−1208 + 1191Cosh[2kx]
− 120Cosh[4kx] + Cosh[6kx])t6 + −k
22
645120
Sech8[kx](−15619 Sinh[kx]
+ 4293 Sinh[3kx] − 247 Sinh[5kx] + Sinh[7kx])t7 + −k
25
10321920
Sech9[kx](78095
− 8823Cosh[2kx] + 14608Cosh[4kx] − 502Cosh[6kx] + Cosh[8kx])t8. (32)
It is known that the exact solution of this problem is [7]
u(x, t) = k Sech[k(x − k2t)]. (33)
The same remarks in previous cases are observed in this case.
Fig. 13 shows the deterioration inMVIM solution beyond the interval of convergence. Fig. 14 shows the improvement
in results after using Padé approximation at k = 1. It is clear that the interval of convergence has increased.
4.4. Case-study-4: Burgers
Consider the Burgers’ equation, which takes the form
ut + uux − uxx = 0, x ∈ R,
u(x, 0) = k
2
(
1 − Tanh
[
kx
4
])
. (34)
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Fig. 14. The surface generated from [4/4](x, t) for mKdV equation in the interval −6< t < 6 and −6<x < 6 at k = 1.
Applying the MVIM using formula (2) with
U−1 = 0,
U0 = k2
(
1 − Tanh
[
kx
4
])
,
and Gn(x, t) is calculated from the relation
(Un(x, t))(Un(x, t))x = Gn(x, t) + O(tn+1) (35)
The following MVIM results are obtained
U0 = k2
(
1 − Tanh
[
kx
4
])
,
U1 = U0 + k
3
16
Sech2
[
kx
4
]
t ,
U2 = U1 + k
5
128
Tanh
[
kx
4
]
Sech2
[
kx
4
]
t2 + k
7
1536
Tanh
[
kx
4
]
Sech4
[
kx
4
]
t3,
U3 = U2 + k
7
3072
(
−2 + Cosh
[
kx
2
])
t3 + k
9
98304
Sech7
[
kx
4
](
10Cosh
[
kx
4
]
− 5Cosh
[
3kx
4
]
+ 16 Sinh
[
kx
4
]
− 2 Sinh
[
3kx
4
])
Sech4
[
kx
4
]
t4 + O(t5),
U4 = U3 + k
9
98304
Sech5
[
kx
4
](
−11 Sinh
[
kx
4
]
+ Sinh
[
2kx
4
])
t4 + O(t5),
... (36)
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Continuing, U8 is obtained as
U8(x, t) = k2
(
1 − Tanh
[
kx
4
])
+ k
3
16
Sech2
[
kx
4
]
t
+ k
5
128
Tanh
[
kx
4
]
Sech2
[
kx
4
]
t2 + k
7
3072
(
−2 + Cosh
[
kx
2
])
t3
+ k
9
98304
Sech5
[
kx
4
](
−11 Sinh
[
kx
4
]
+ Sinh
[
2kx
4
])
t4
+ k
16
1920
Sech6[kx](1682 Sinh[kx] − 237 Sinh[3kx] + Sinh[5kx])t5
+ k
19
46080
Sech7[kx](−1208 + 1191Cosh[2kx] − 120Cosh[4kx]
+ Cosh[6kx])t6 + −k
22
645120
Sech8[kx](−15619 Sinh[kx]
+ 4293 Sinh[3kx] − 247 Sinh[5kx] + Sinh[7kx])t7
+ −k
25
10321920
Sech9[kx](78095 − 8823Cosh[2kx]
+ 14608Cosh[4kx] − 502Cosh[6kx] + Cosh[8kx])t8. (37)
It is known that the exact solution of this problem is [18]
u(x, t) = k
2
(
1 − Tanh
[
k
4
(
x − k
2
t
)])
. (38)
For k = 1, it is seen in Fig. 15 that U8 gives a good approximation in the interval t ∈ [−10, 10] at x = 0. Also, it
is clear from Fig. 16 that the absolute error between the exact solution and U8 at x = 0 increases rapidly beyond the
interval [−10, 10]. Increasing the MVIM iteration steps improves the results in the region of convergence but the error
outside the region still very high.
Fig. 15. Plot of U8(x, t) and the exact solution u(x, t) for Burgers’ equation at k = 1 and x = 0.
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Fig. 16. The absolute error between the exact solution u(x, t) and U8(x, t) for Burgers’ equation at k = 1 and x = 0.
Fig. 17. The MVIM-Padé rational approximations [2/2] and [4/4] for Burgers’ equation at k = 1 and x = 0.
Applying the Padé approximation on U8 obtained in (37) at k = 1 and x = 0, the rational approximation [2/2] and
[4/4] take the following form, respectively:
[
2
2
]
(0, t) = 192 + 24t + t
2
384 + 2t2 , (39)
[
4
4
]
(0, t) = 430080 + 5376t + 2880t
2 + 80t3 + t4
860160 + 5760t2 + 2t4 . (40)
Figs. 17 and 18 show how much the results are improved at k = 1 and x = 0 after using Padé.
Fig. 19 shows the deterioration in the MVIM solution beyond the interval of convergence. Fig. 20 shows the
improvement in results after using Padé approximation. It is clear that the interval of convergence has increased.
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Fig. 18. The absolute error between the exact solution u(x, t) and the rational approximations [2/2] and [4/4] for Burgers’ equation at k = 1 and
x = 0.
Fig. 19. The surface generated from U8(x, t) for Burgers’ equation in the interval −15< t < 15 and −15<x < 15 at k = 1.
4.5. Case-study-5: KdV–Burger’s
Consider the KdV–Burgers’ equation, which takes the form
ut − uxx + uxxx + uux = 0, x ∈ R,
u(x, 0) = −6
2
25
(
1 + Tanh
[
x
10
]
− 1
2
Sech2
[
x
10
])
. (41)
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Fig. 20. The surface generated from [4/4](x, t) for Burgers’ equation in the interval −20< t < 20 and −20<x < 20 at k = 1.
Fig. 21. The surface generated from U8(x, t) for KdV-Burgers’ equation in the interval −14< t < 14 and −14<x < 14 at  = 1 and  = 0.5.
Applying the MVIM using formula (2) with
U−1 = 0,
U0 = −6
2
25
(
1 + Tanh
[
x
10
]
− 1
2
Sech2
[
x
10
])
,
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Fig. 22. The surface generated from [4/4](x, t) for KdV-Burgers’ equation in the interval −14< t < 17 and −20<x < 20 at  = 1 and  = 0.5.
and Gn(x, t) is calculated from the relation
(Un(x, t))(Un(x, t))x = Gn(x, t) + O(tn+1). (42)
U8 can be obtained as
U8 = 168359375
(
6A
(
−65625000A
2e2Ax
1 + eAx t
+ 39375000A
4e2Ax
(1 + eAx)4 (−2 + e
Ax)t2 − 15750000A
6e2Ax
(1 + eAx)5 (4 − 7e
Ax
+ e2Ax)t33 + 4725000A
8e2Ax
(1 + eAx)6 (−8 + 33e
Ax − 18e2Ax + e3Ax)t44
+ 1134000A
10e2Ax
(1 + eAx)7 (16 + e
Ax(−1 + eAx)(131 − 40eAx + e2Ax))t55
+ 226800A
12e2Ax
(1 + eAx)8 (−32 + 473e
Ax − 1208e2Ax + 718e3Ax − 88e4Ax
+ e5Ax)t66 + 38880A
14e2Ax
(1 + eAx)9 (64 − 1611e
Ax + 7197e2Ax − 8422 e3Ax
+ 2682 e4Ax − 183e5Ax + e6Ax)t77 + 5832A
16e2Ax
(1 + eAx)10 (128 + 5281e
Ax
− 38454e2Ax + 78095e3Ax − 49780e4Ax + 9327e5Ax
− 374e6Ax + e7Ax)t88 − 13671875
2
(
1 + Tanh
[
Ax
2
])2))
, (43)
where A = /5.
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It is known that the exact solution of this problem is [19]
u(x, t) = −6
2
25
(
1 + Tanh
[

10
(
x + 6
2
25
t
)]
− 1
2
Sech2
[

10
(
x + 6
2
25
t
)])
. (44)
The same remarks in previous cases are observed in this case see Figs. 21 and 22.
5. Conclusion
MVIM can deal with highly nonlinear differential equations with no need for small parameter or linearization. The
solution procedure is very simple by means of variational iteration theory, and few iterations lead to high accurate
solutions in a restricted region of convergence. When the solution is needed outside the convergence region, MVIM
solution can’t be trusted in. In this paper, a treatment is achieved by using Padé technique, which increases the region
of convergence.
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